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As Linux increases its presence throughout the world as a target platform for professional

application development, its growth as a powerful, flexible system offering many free development

tools assures its place in the future. By giving you easy access to this comprehensive range of

tools, supporting new and nascent technologies, at little or no cost, developing with Linux allows you

to apply the solution that's right for you.  In this follow-up to the best-selling Beginning Linux

Programming, you will learn from the authors' real-world knowledge and experience of developing

software for Linux; you'll be taken through the development of a sample 'DVD Store' application,

with 'theme' chapters addressing different aspects of its implementation. Meanwhile, individual

'take-a-break' chapters cover important topics that go beyond the bounds of the central theme. All

focus on the practical aspects of programming, showing how crucial it is to choose the right tools for

the job, use them as they should be used, and get things right first time.  Who is this book for?

Experienced Linux programmers and aspiring developers alike will find a great deal of practical

information in this book on libraries, techniques, tools and applications. You should be familiar with

a simple Linux system, have a good working knowledge of programming in C, and a basic

understanding of object-oriented programming with C++ for the Qt/KDE chapters.  What does this

book cover? Data storage in Linux - including coverage of PostgreSQL, MySQL and XML

Implementation of Linux GUIs - covering both KDE and GNOME Web-based interfaces - using the

PHP module for Apache Python - including extending and embedding the language Using RPC and

CORBA to construct distributed object-based applications Versioning (with CVS), documentation,

internationalization and project distribution Distributed hardware solutions such as diskless Linux

and Beowulf clustering
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This book is a solid followup to their first edition. What I like about it is its breadth. It covers several

topics (CVS, PHP, XML, CORBA, MySQL/Postgresql ) that would often have a whole book devoted

to them. This book targets the developer who just needs a concise primer on the given topics, and

doesn't have the time to read 1000 pages of fluff on every topic in the book.I only gave it four stars,

because I felt that "Beginning Linux Programming" was more essential than this book. However, this

is a very strong book and some of the topics here are not covered elsewhere ( for example, ORBit ).

And there's certainly no other book that covers *all* the topics this book covers.Get this, but get

"Beginning Linux Programming" first.

This book is the sequel to the excellent' Beginning Linux Programming'. It isn't a book for kernel

hackers, and it doesn't pretend to be. (There is a book being written by kernel developers called'

Professional Linux Kernel Programming' - make sure that you order the correct one!). Instead, this

heavyweight book is a very useful guide for those wishing to develop real world applications. It

covers the tools used for developing serious web applications, such as the databases MySQL and

PostgreSQL, and the excellent PHP language. When it comes to desktop and client server you are

spoilt for choice - just about everything is covered. It is especially nice to see Python content - one

of the areas missing from their first book as Python is very easy to learn and both powerful and

flexible. If anything else was covered I'm not sure how the publishers would bind it! The level of

detail is such that the reader will be able to achieve useful results based on the book alone, and any

further detail is usually available as part of the documentation supplied when installing the software

tools. Single subject books often just duplicate this, and quickly become dated. Where there are

references to other books, it is nice to see that it is not just Wrox books which are recommended.

The book is written in a style which is both readable and serves as a useful reference work,

spending more time next to my computer than it does collecting dust on a shelf. I'd have no

hesitation recommending this book to anyone wishing to develop Linux solutions for today and for

the future - throw away those VB books now!



I bought the Beginners Guide to Linux Programming and I really liked that book. This book is a very

good follow-up, but it doesn't give the reader more programming tips.It covers many topics which

makes this book a great reference for anyone who deals with Linux and even other flavors of Unix

on a day to day basic. Buy this book if you are looking for a reference book on developing software

on Linux that covers advanced topics.

I have found this book to be the excellent follow-up to the Beginning Linux Programming title, with

just a few remarks. I don't like the title, more than "Professional" is it much more a second part of

the first book, even if it discusses advanced topics. It's just one book, so the view of different topics

isn't very thorough sometimes, it's just the introduction. But the book is still great for this purpose, I

liked it very much. I don't have any access to my Linux box for a few months, so I wasn't able to

check the validity of source code provided.
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